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(72) Inventors SAMUEL BRITTAN HOSEGOOD and 
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(54) HIGH TEMPERATURE GAS COOLED 
NUCLEAR REACTOR 

(11) 1397 463 
(19), 

(71) We, UNITED KINGDOM 
ATOMIC ENERGY AUTHORITY, Lon-
don a British Authority, do herby declare 
the invention, for which we pray that a 

5 patent may be granted to us, and the 
method by which it is to be performed, to be 
particularly described in and by the 
f olid wing statement:— 

This invention relates to high temperature 
10 gas cooled nuclear reactors. 

In one form of nuclear reactor of this 
kind, the core is composed of prismatic 
blocks of moderator e.g. graphite or 
graphitic material, the blocks containing 

15 fuelled bodies and containing coolant 
channels. Vertical channels are also 
provided in the core or its reflector for the 
insertion of control rods of neutron 
absorbing material. It is considered 

20 advantageous to design the core so that the 
blocks .can be removed and replaced by way 
of an array of stand pipes normally situated 
in the top of the reactor vessel. 

According to a first aspect of the 
25 invention, a prismatic block of moderator 

material for use with similar blocks in 
forming a core for a high temperature 
gas-cooled nuclear reactor has end faces 
shaped as irregular hexagons with three long 

30 sides of equal length and three short sides 
also of equal length, one short side being 
disposed between each pair of adjacent long 
sides, said long sides being inclined towards 
one another at 60°, the block defining a 

35 plurality of coolant channels disposed 
parallel to the sides of the block. 

Thus the shape of each block in end view 
is substantially that of an equilateral triangle 
with each apex cut off by one short side; for 

40 convenience, however, these blocks will be 
referred to herein as traingular blocks. 

The invention also comprises a reactor 
core comprising columns of such blocks 
wherein the blocks contain nuclear fuel. 
The fuel may be disposed within the coolant 
channels or it may be disposed between 
adjacent channels. 

Columns composed of said blocks may be 
advantageously arranged in contiguous 
relationship with two longer sides of the 50 
blocks in adjacent columns substantially 
touching so that one of the shorter sides of 
the blocks in each column co-operates with 
the blocks in adjacent columns to define a 
channel, axially parallel to the column axis 55 
and hexagonal in cross-section normal to its 
axis. Such a reactor core arrangement, 
when disposed in a reactor vessel, allows 
refuelling standpipe centres in the enclosing 
vessel to be located co-axially above one 60 
third of the hexagonal channels, the 
standpipe diameter being such as to allow 
the passage therethrough of a triangular 
block. Each standpipe may thus serve for 
the transfer of the six underlying triangular 65 
blocks, an operation which, with this 
arrangement, may be performed with a rigid 
(but rotatable) cranked arm holding a 
suitable grapple. 

The hexagonal channels locate control 70 
rod-receiving blocks. If and when desired 
those columns of control rod-receiving 
blocks, which are situated co-axially under 
the refuelling standpipes, can also be 
removed and replaced via the refuelling 75 
standpipes. 

To give effect to this performance the 
refuelling standpipe diameter is such that 
the cross-sectional area of each refuelling 
standpipe projected downwards on to the 80 
core face overlaps a portion of each of the 
six underlying columns of fuelled moderat-
ing blocks. 

Smaller interstitial standpipes may be 
situated co-axially above the remaining (two 85 
out of every three) columns of control 
rod-receiving blocks i.e. above the 
remaining hexagonal channels. These 
interstitial standpipes serve to house control 
rod drives or emergency shut-down devices 90 
which need not be disturbed during normal 
refuelling operations. They also provide 
routes for removal and replacement of the 
remaining columns of control rod-receiving 
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blocks if and when desired. 
According to a further feature of this 

aspect of the invention, channels formed 
between adjacent columns of prismatic 

5 fuel-containging blocks accommodate con-
trol rod columns composed of blocks, 
smaller than the triangular blocks and 
exteriorly hexagonal, containg a central 
hole extending axially through the block so 

10 that when a number of blocks are 
superimposed one on the other a continuous 
channel is formed. The side faces of the 
hexagonal blocks may have projections 
engaging in recesses in the shorter sides of 

15 the triangular blocks. 
Preferably means are provided for 

cooling the control rod columns by 
controlled gas flows through their central 
holes and by generous clearances between 

20 the hexagonal face of the control rod 
columns and the shorter sides of the 
fuel-containing blocks. By these means the 
control rod columns may be maintained at a 
temperature lower than the fuel-containing 

25 blocks and the integrity and trueness of the 
channels for the control rods is made 
relatively independent of any distortion or 
displacement of the triangular core blocks. 

According to a second aspect of the 
30 invention, a high temperature gas cooled 

nuclear reactor comprises a reactor core 
composed of vertical columns of superim-
posed moderator blocks of which some 
columns are composed of fuel-containing 

35 blocks and others of control rod-receiving 
blocks, said columns of fuel-containing 
blocks being arranged in groups about each 
of the columns of control rod-receiving 
blocks, a pressure vessel containing the 

40 core, the vessel having a face above the tops 
of the columns, an array of closable 
penetrations in said face, each of the 
penetrations being centred over one of the 
columns of control rod-receiving blocks, 

45 one in every three of said penetrations 
having an area which when projected on to 
the underlying core overlaps the column of 
control rod-receiving blocks and a part of 
each of the six fuel-containing blocks 

50 adjacent thereto such that the fuel-con-
taining blocks of these columns may be 
replaced via the penetration, all of said 
pentrations having closures assoicated with 
means for inserting and withdrawing control 

55 rods within their associated control 
rod-receiving blocks. 

The invention according to both of its 
aspects will now be described by way of 
example with reference to the diagrammatic 

60 drawing accompanying the provisional 
specification, which shows in plan view part 
of the top face of the core of a high 
temperature gas cooled nucelar reactor. 

Superimposed on the plan view are chain 
65 dotted circles, the larger ones of which 

indicate the positions and relative 
dimensions of closable penetrations com-
prising refuelling standpipes situated in the 
top of a reactor vessel (not shown) giving 
access to the reactor core for refuelling 70 
purposes. The smaller circles indicate the 
positions of interstitial control rod 
standpipes. A coolant plenum space is 
provided between the top face of the core 
and the top of the reactor vessel. 75 

As shown in the drawing, the reactor core 
comprises a plurality of vertical columns 
composed of prismatic blocks 1 of 
moderator material (e.g. of graphite) 
containing nuclear fuel bodies and referred 80 
to herein as triangular blocks due to their 
approximate triangular shape in plan. The 
ohter columns interstitial between the 
triangular blocks 1 are composed of smaller 
blocks 2 of moderator material which are 85 
hexagonal in plan, each being piereced by a 
single aixal hole 3 for receiving a reactor 
control or shut down rod of neutron 
absorbing material. The columns formed by 
blocks 2 are referred to herein as control 90 
rod columns. The triangular blocks 1 each 
have end faces shaped as irregular hexagons 
with thee long sides a of equal length 
disposed in planes lying on the sides of an 
equilateral triangle and three shorters sides 95 
b also of equal length and which truncate 
and apexes of the tnangle. One short side b 
is disposed between each pair of adjacent 
long sides a, the long sides being inclined 
towards one another at 60°. As will be seen 100 
from the figure, within each group of six 
columns, the triangular blocks 1 are 
arranged in contiguous relationship with 
two longer sides substantially touching one 
another so that one of the shorter sides b of 105 
the blocks 1 in each column cooperates with 
the corresponding sides of the blocks in 
adjacent columns to define a channel 4, 
axially parallel to the column axes and 
hexagonal in cross-section normal to its axis. 110 
Each hexagonal channel 4 accommodates a 
control rod column. Protuberances 5 on the 
flanks of the blocks 2 composing the latter 
engage in recesses 6 in the shorter sides of 
the six triangular blocks 1 which surround it 115 
to locate the blocks 2 in a position relative to 
other columns in the core and to the position 
of the overlying standpipes. 

The triangular blocks 1 each define a 
plurality of coolant channels 7 disposed 120 
parallel to the sides a, b of the block. In the 
example shown, each block has twenty-four 
coolant channels 7 for nuclear fuel in the 
form of fuel pins or fuel compacts (not 
shown) in at least some of the channels. The 125 
fuel does not occupy the full cross-section 
of the channel, so as to allow for the passage 
of coolant. Alternative fuel/coolant arrange-
ments may be made such as allowing 
coolant to sweep through empty channels 130 
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whilst fuel compacts occupy neighbouring 
channels. A central hole o is provided in 
each block. 1 for engagement by a remote 
handling tool entered into the core via the 

5 adjacent refuelling standpipe opening. 
Closable refuelling standpipes indicated 

in chain dotted outline at 9 are positioned 
co-axial over one third of the control rod 
columns formed by the blocks 2. The 

10 standpipes are disposed on a triangular 
lattice and provide openings, the cross-
sectional areas of which, when projected 
down on to the face of the core, overlap a 
part of each of the six triangular blocks 1 

15 contiguous with the adjacent control rod 
column formed by the control rod blocks 2. 

Through each refuelling standpipe, the 
underlying control rod blocks 2 can be lifted 
by a vertical lift to be replaced. The 

20 triangular blocks 1 from any adjacent one of 
six columns can also be replaced by means 
of a rigid cranked shaft carrying a grapple 
adapted to engage in the hole 8 in the centre 
of the selected block. Any column in a 

25 group of six columns can be removed 
without disturbing the neighboring columns. 
The control rod columns which do not 
coincide with refuelling standpipes 9 lie in 
their hexagonal channels 4 beneath further, 

30 smaller diameter interstitial standpipes 10 
situated in the top of the reactor vessel. 

For clarity's sake, only a few 
representative refuelling standpipes 9 and 
control rod standpipes 10 have been shown 

35 in the drawing but the arrangement can be 
clarly visualised if it is remembered that 
each refuelling standpipe is surrounded by 
six neighboring control rod standpipes while 
each control rod standpipe is surrounded by 

40 three other control rod standpipes 10 and 
three refuelling standpipes 9 in an 
alternating array. 

The standpipes 9, 10, each have closures 
associated with means (not shown) for 

45 inserting and withdrawing control rods or 
other forms of movable neutron absorber 
devices within their associated control rod 
receiving blocks 2. 

In a (non-illustrated) modification, bodies 
50 of nuclear fuel may be disposed in bores 

formed between adjacent coolant-channels 
7. At least some of the channels 7 may 
already contain nuclear fuel. 

WHAT WE CLAIM IS :— 
55 1. A prismatic block of moderator 

material for use with similar blocks in 
forming a core for a high temperature 
gas-cooled nuclear reactor, having end faces 
shaped as irregular hexagons with three long 

60 sides of equal length and three short sides 
also of equal length, one short side being 
disposed between each pair of adjacent long 
sides, said long sides being inclined towards 
one another at 60°, the block defining a 

plurality of coolant channels disposed 55 
parallel to the sides of the block. 

2. A block as claimed in Claim 1 wherein 
at least some of the coolant channels 
contain nuclear fuel. 

3. A block as claimed in Claim 1 wherein 70 
the block contains nuclear fuel disposed 
between adjacaent coolant channels. 

4. A nuclear reactor core comprising 
columns of blocks according to Claim 1,2 or 
3. 75 

5. A reactor core as claimed in Claim 4, 
said blocks being arranged in contiguous 
relationship with two longer sides of the 
blocks in adjacent columns substantially 
touching so that one of the shorter sides of 80 
the blocks in each column co-operates with 
the blocks in adjacent columns to define a 
channel axially parallel to the column axes 
and hexagonal in cross-section normal to its 
axis. 85 

6. A high temperature gas-cooled nuclear 
reactor comprising a reactor core as 
claimed in Claim 5, disposed in a vessel with 
a plurality of standpipes situated in the top 
of the vessel above the tops of the columns, 90 
said standpipes being disposed coaxially 
above a plurality of the hexagonal channels, 
and having diameters which allow the 
passage therethrough of one of said blocks. 

7. A high temperature gas-cooled nuclear 95 
reactor as claimed in Claim 6, wherein the 
hexagonal channels locate further blocks of 
moderator material, said further blocks 
having holes therethrough so as to receive 
reactor control rods. JQQ 

8. A high temperature gas-cooled nuclear 
reactor as claimed in Claim 7, provided with 
means whereby a control rod-receiving 
block engages with the six first-mentioned 
blocks which surround it. JQS 

9. A high temperature gas-cooled nuclear 
reactor as claimed in Claim 6, 7 or 8, 
wherein the vessel is provided with furthef 
standpipes situated in the top of the vessel 
and disposed coaxially above the remaining [ IQ 
hexagonal channels. 

10. A high temperture gas-cooled nuclear 
reactor comprising a reactor core composed 
of vertical columns of superimposed 
moderator blocks of which some columns 115 
are composed of fuel-containing blocks 
and others of control rod-receiving blocks, 
said columns of fuel-containing blocks 
being arranged in groups about each of the 
columns of control rod-receiving blocks, a 120 
pressure vessel containing the core, the 
vessel having a face above the tops of the 
columns, an array of closable penetrations 
in said face, each of the penetrations being 
centred over one of the columns of control 125 
rod-receiving blocks, one in every three of 
said penetrations having an area which 
when projected on to the underlying core 
overlaps the column of control rod-receiv-
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ing blocks, and a part of each of the six 
fuel-containing blocks adjacent thereto 
such that the fuel-containing blocks of these 
columns may be replaced via the 

5 penetration, all of said penetrations having 
closures assoicated with means for inserting 
and withdrawing control rods within their 
associated control rod-receiving blocks. 

11. A prismatic block of moderator 
0 material for use with similar blocks in 

forming a core for a high temperature 
gas-cooled nuclear reactor, substantially as 
hereinbefore described with reference to 

the drawing accompanying the provisional 
specification. 15 

12. A reactor core substantially as 
hereinbefore described with reference to 
the drawing accompanying the provisional 
specification. 

13. A high temperature gas-cooled nuclear 20 
reactor substantially as hereinbefore 
described with reference to the drawing 
accomoanying the provisional specification. 

F. S. PEACHEY, 
Chartered Patent Agent, 
Agent for the Applicants. 
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1 SHEET n ' s drawing is a reproduction of 
the Original on a reduced scale 


